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ABSTRACT

We are using whole genome resequencing to identify chromosomal regions associated with
resistance or susceptibility to ascites, a form of pulmonary hypertension syndrome, meat-type
chickens. Previous Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) based on Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) have identified regions on chromosomes 2, 9 and Z. Despite several
GWAS and further genotyping, there are no reliable or potential markers for ascites phenotype.
We have completed screening of Copy Number Variations (CNVs) and Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms in ascites resistant and susceptible birds from the relaxed, REL, line derived from
a commercial elite broiler line. DNA samples from resistant and susceptible birds were purified,
quantified and pooled in two pools of 10 DNAs from each phenotype for both genders. Eight pools
(2 pools x 2 phenotypes x 2 genders) were generated. Each pool was submitted for bar-coded
library generation, and 2x125 paired end reads on Illumina HiSeq 2500 and with 66X genome
coverage. The sequence reads were mapped onto Galgal5 using Bowtie for initial CNV mapping
cn.mops (R package). Further mapping to chromosomes were done using NGen and ArrayStar
(DNAStar ver 13). So far, we have identified two potential regions for CNVs and 31 regions for
SNPs with potential association with ascites phenotype. CPQ gene on chromosome 2 and
LRRTM4 gene on chromosome 22 have been validated for containing ascites QTLs. However,
their exact role in ascites is yet to be discovered. Further, we screened the regions from REL line
in DNAs from an unrelated commercial broiler line using WGR.
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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Ancestry of Modern Broiler
Chicken serves as a stable source of protein (meat and egg) for humans worldwide (Marangoni et
al., 2015). The archaeological data proposes that chicken domestication started as early as 5400
BC (7,000-10,000 years ago) in southern China or Southeast Asia (West and Zhou, 1988;
Crawford, 1990). Modern chicken’s mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequence-based phylogenetic
tree construct revealed wild red junglefowl (Gallus gallus) to be the primary ancestor (Fumihito et
al., 1994, 1996; Liu et al., 2006; Kanginakudru et al., 2008). Chicken domestication became
popular in Southeast and South Asian countries over time (Granevitze et al., 2009). The early
domestication of chicken was for food, decoration, cultural and religious purposes in Southeast
Asia, the Middle East and Africa. From the early 1900s, chickens became important for specific
traits selection (meat and egg production) and as an experimental model to study human diseases
in Europe and the United States.
1.2 Poultry Industry Commercialization
The poultry industry continues to proliferate, and per capita consumption of chicken in the US has
risen from 30 to 90 pounds in the last 50 years (Figure 1.1). However, beef consumption over the
same time has fallen slightly with pork and turkey remaining steady (Meyer and Steiner, 2015).
The combined production from broilers, eggs, turkeys, and chickens from sales in 2016 was $38.7
billion (US Poultry and Egg Association, 2016).
The evolutionary process of large-scale commercialization of the poultry industry began around
1950. Until that time, the chicken was a dual-purpose animal where meat production and
reproduction were complementary traits. However, the realization of these two traits being non-
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complementary led to the foundation of the modern poultry industry separating the egg and meattype birds.
Since then, quantitative genetics has been applied to improve the growth rate, meat yield, and feed
conversion by top broiler breeding companies. Significant improvement has been observed in
terms of body weight with time. The bodyweight of a 42 days old bird from 1950 was 539g as
compared to a modern broiler of the same age weighing ~3000g (Havenstein et al., 2003). Genetic
improvements resulted in modern broilers twice the live weight on 50% less feed when compared
to their performance in 1953 (Havenstein et al., 1994, 2003). Better control of diseases and
improved husbandry also decreased the mortality rate over the years (Flock et al., 2005). All these
improvements have resulted in negative attributes in the poultry industry over the last 30 years.
Ascites syndrome (Julian, 2000), bone deformation (Julian, 1998; Cook, 2000), fat deposition
(Anthony, 1998; Barbut, 1997, 1998), abnormalities in immune system (Leshchinsky and Klasing,
2001; Koenen et al., 2002; Parmentier et al., 2012) and reproductive inefficiency (Qureshi and
Havenstein, 1994; Emmerson, 1997; Anthony, 1998; Julian, 1998; Cheema et al., 2003) are just a
few examples of the consequences of divergent growth rates that contribute to economic losses in
poultry industry.
1.2.1 Schematics of Broiler Breeding
Trap-nest and artificial incubator are two key inventions that have led to successful poultry
breeding. The breeding industry uses a pyramidal breeding structure for genetic progress in
addition to quantitative genetics (Figure 1.2). The pyramid scheme of breeding has resulted in the
desirable production of lines with a 300% increase in the rate of growth since the 1950s (Paxton
et al., 2010). Each level of the pyramid represents one generation (Figure 1.2), and at the fifth
generation, approximately 50 m broilers are generated from a base unit of 1 male and ten females
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(Flock et al., 2007; Laughlin, 2007). The top represents the elite, pedigree line (great-greatgrandparents) where genetic progress has been achieved. A pedigree stock is maintained by
breeding the selected birds, and unselected pedigree is moved down to the great grandparents
(GGP) category. GPPs are mated to produce grandparent (GP) stock. Parent birds are mated to
produce a commercial broiler, which is then sold out to industries that are producing consumer
products such as eggs, and meat.
The pedigree level consists of two lines from each gender (Figure 1.3). All four lines from the
unselected pedigree are used as GGP to produce GP. GP level (first hybrid) are then mated to
generate genetic heterosis of parent stock (second hybrid). Heterosis production means that
specific traits are improved, and recessive genes are prevented from affecting the offspring. The
crossing of parent birds results in a double hybrid commercial stock (Figure 1.3). Since pedigree
lines are crossed, companies buying parent birds cannot recreate the pure line, and pedigree is
preserved.
1.3 Chicken Genome Project
The chicken genome is made up of 38 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes, where
the female is heterogametic (ZZ male, ZW female). The autosomes include eight pairs of
macrochromosomes and 30 pairs of microchromosomes (Smith et al., 2000; International Chicken
Genome Consortium, 2015). The total length of chicken DNA is 1230.26 Mb, about one-third of
the size of the human genome (Hillier et al., 2004; Schumtz and Grimwood, 2004) while the size
of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is 16,775bp (Desjardins and Morais, 1990). The chicken genetic
linkage map includes 4,000 cm of total length (Groenen et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2005).
Comparative analysis of chicken and human genomes has revealed around 70Mb of highly
conserved segments (Burt et al., 1998; Suchyta et al., 2001). Bacterial artificial chromosome
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(BAC) based library generation has contributed to the assembly of sequences along the chicken
genome with excellent genome coverage (Wallis et al., 2004). Development of quantitative trait
loci (QTLs) is essential for a better understanding of variations in phenotypic traits (Hocking,
2005). QTLs refer to genetic loci on a chromosome(s) in which allelic variation has a statistical
association with observed phenotypes (Grisel, 2000). Integration of genetic and physical mapping
has delineated macrochromosomal properties along with genomic size and distribution of
chromosomes (Ladjali-Muhammad et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2000). In recent years, genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) have not only decrypted
phylogeny, complex traits for selection, and conserved regions but also allowed the accurate QTL
mapping of commercially essential features (Hillier et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2004; Rubin et al.,
2010).
1.4 Genetic Markers Based Selection in Poultry
Identification of QTLs and genes that are associated with a particular phenotype in a genome is
like finding a needle in a haystack. A significant number of research studies have been conducted
to associate genotype with phenotypes for economically important traits in the poultry industry
(Bumstead et al., 1994; Lamont et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1997). Leveque et al. (2003) found that
Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) has an association with Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium
infection. Decuypree et al. (2000) reported that genetically modern broilers, especially male
broilers, are more prone to develop ascites.
1.4.1 Genome-Wide Association Studies in Chicken
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) scan markers for a set of genomes or DNAs (casecontrol design) to find genetic variations related to a disease of interest. Purified DNAs from blood
or tissues placed on chips are measured on lab automated machines, were strategically selected
4

markers of genetic changes or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are identified. SNPs with
high frequencies in disease samples have a potential association with the disease. However, these
might not be causative; therefore, sequencing of the affected region can determine the exact change
associated with the phenotype.
In many GWAS, SNPs have been successfully linked with disease-specific phenotypes and used
as biomarkers for respective diseases (Wang et al., 2006; Sheng et al., 2013; Subedi et al., 2013).
SNP is a single nucleotide change at a position in the genomic DNA in which at least one
alternative exists. Klein et al. (2005) had first successful GWAS where two SNPs were found to
be associated with age-related macular degeneration in humans. Since then, GWAS was conducted
in many other organisms, including chicken. Meat yield and quality, growth, fertility, fat reduction,
and egg production, etc., are some of the traits, where GWAS had gained popularity for QTL
mapping.
Gu et al. (2011) used GWAS in an F2 cross between White Plymouth Rock and Silky Fowl to
identify SNPs in a region on chromosome 4 which included LIM domain-binding factor 2 (LDB2)
gene, were associated with late growth. Also, SNPs in a few genes on chromosome 1 and 18
showed significant effects on body weight at different stages (Gu et al., 2011). Another GWAS
proposed four candidate genes on a region on chromosome 4 associated with carcass weight (Liu
et al., 2013). These genes included lamin B receptor 2 (LBR2), leucine aminopeptidase 3 (LAP3),
ligand-dependent nuclear receptor corepressor-like (LCORL) and transmembrane anteriorposterior transformation 1 (TAPT1). Sun et al. (2013) were able to identify 14 candidate genes for
meat quality traits in Chinese chicken breed (Beijing-You) and a broiler line (Cobb-Vantress). The
meat quality traits included the colors of meat and skin, dry matter in breast and thigh muscles,
intramuscular fat content in breast muscle (IMFBr), abdominal fat percentage and weight (Sun et
5

al., 2013). GWA studies also found SNP in growth factor receptor-bound protein 14 (GRB14) gene
that might influence the number of eggs (Liu et al., 2011).
Next-generation sequencing studies have revealed another type of structural variation called copy
number variation (CNV) that can have a significant impact on phenotypes. CNVs are genomic
polymorphisms where there is duplication or deletion of a segment of DNA extending from 1000
bases to several million in length. There is evidence of variation in copy numbers associated with
the number of infectious and genetic diseases in humans (Clop et al., 2012; Hollox and Hoh, 2014).
1.5 Marker-Based Selection in Poultry
Marker-based selection for commercially important traits is a primary focus in animal and plant
breeding industries. SNPs and CNVs that tend to show high association with the trait/disease of
interest can be part of marker-assisted selection (MAS) in the poultry breeding. MAS will play a
huge role in selecting traits that are difficult and expensive to measure or with low heritability and
late expression in the development of a broiler. However, some diseases can be difficult to work
within animals because of the continuous rise in the cost of growth and maintenance while the cost
of genotyping is steadily decreasing. Even though a variety of potential markers for important
traits have been identified in poultry science, the use of candidate markers still seems to be limited
regarding marker-based selection for many reasons.
1.6 Introduction to pulmonary hypertension or ascites syndrome
Ascites syndrome develops because of the inability of the heart and lungs to deliver oxygen to
tissues because of high oxygen (O2) requirement during rapid growth. Ascites syndrome,
pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), and pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) are largely
interchangeable (Julian, 1998; Owen et al., 1994; Wideman et al., 2007). Ascites syndrome has
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been extensively studied and is considered a progressive disease that initiates with pulmonary
hypertension and ends with the failure of the right ventricle (Julian, 1993, 2000; Scheele, 1996;
Decuypere et al., 2000; Wideman, 2000).
Ascites has a significant impact on the world’s economy since the incidence has been reported in
all major poultry-producing countries. Ascites costs in 1993 were estimated at $100 million per
year in the US poultry industry alone (Odom, 1993). In 2003, it was estimated that about 8% of
the total broiler mortality per year could be attributed to ascites (Anthony and Balog, 2003).
Birds with ascites can be identified by the presence of fluid in their abdominal cavity (water belly),
enlarged atonic heart, and frequent liver changes. During the rapid growth, O2 requirement
stimulates cardiac output, which elevates vascular pressure in the lungs, creating high pressure on
the wall on the right ventricle (RV). The muscular ventricle thickens its wall (hypertrophy) to
cope with this pressure, which further elevates pressure on pulmonary arteries and lung capillaries.
The muscular right atrioventricular (AV) valve also experiences hypertrophic thickening. Failure
of right AV causes cardiac output and decline in hypertension, but rising pressure in right arteria,
vena cava, sinus venosus, and portal vein (Chapman and Wideman, 2001). Liver capillaries with
increased pressure cause leakage of plasma into the hematoperitoneum space (Wideman, 2000).
Production of erythrocytes in response to tissue hypoxia leads to an increase in blood viscosity and
volume, thus worsening the pressure overload (Lubritz and McPherson, 1994). Hypoxia in heart
muscles finally ends up causing RV failure.
Selection based on fast growth rate and meat yield has made broilers an ideal model organism for
tracking the genetics of spontaneous idiopathic Pulmonary Arteriole Hypertension (IPAH) in
humans. IPAH is a sub-group of pulmonary arteriole hypertension (PAH) in humans characterized
by an increase in pulmonary arterial pressure right ventricular (RV) hypertrophy and ultimate
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failure of the left ventricle. Around 3% of the birds can have spontaneous incidences of IPAH,
which can exceed 20% upon changing the environmental conditions. Environmental and genetic
factors both can contribute to ascites (Lubritz et al., 1995; Julian, 2000; Anthony et al., 2001) and
intense genetic selection for meat yield, rapid growth, feed conversion, and body weight has
contributed to this physiological problem in modern broiler populations.
1.6.1 Ascites Induction Methods
In order to study ascites in broilers, model lines were created and maintained because susceptibility
and resistance status of birds cannot be determined unless they are challenged with the disease.
Physical manipulation includes clamping of one pulmonary artery (Wideman et al., 1995; 1997),
injection of micro-particles (Wideman and Erf, 2002). Environmental manipulation consists of
cold stress (Wideman et al., 1995, Deaton et al., 1996; Shlosberg et al., 1996), dietary
supplementation (Decuypere et al., 1994; Hassanzadeh, 1997), lighting, air quality, and high
altitude (Smith et al., 1954, 1956). Ascites syndrome was first noticed in flocks grown at high
altitude by Smith et al. (1954). Since then, researchers have used different ways to mimic high
altitude environment for induction of ascites in birds (Burton and Smith, 1969; Jones, 1995). With
advancement in the technologies, hypobaric chambers were developed which operated under
partial vacuum to decrease partial pressure of oxygen, mimicking the natural high altitude
(Mirsalimi et al., 1993; Owen et al., 1995, Balog et al., 2000; Anthony et al., 2001; Pavlidis et al.,
2007). Hypobaric chamber (Figure 1.4) method was used to create the ascites experimental
research lines used in my dissertation work.
1.6.2 Ascites Experimental Research Line Development
Divergent selection is a very successful method for ascites selection. Dr. Anthony at the University
of Arkansas and his associates started an ascites selection program in 1994. Birds from a
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commercial pedigree elite line (REL) were exposed to hypobaric hypoxia at 2,900 m (9,500 ft)
above sea level by operating under a partial vacuum. The pedigree line went under one generation
of relaxed selection before becoming the base population for ascites selection (Pavlidis et al.,
2007). Based on generated mortality data, siblings were selected for breeding and to reproduce
experimental lines after each generation. A rapid response was observed in broilers upon selection
for ascites-resistance (RES) and ascites-susceptible (SUS) lines from the founder line, which had
a 75.3% incidence of ascites (Figure 1.5). For the SUS line, 95.1% incidence of ascites was
recorded in generation 8, while the ascites incidence in the RES line was about 7.1% in generation
9 (Figure 1.5).
1.6.3 Markers Associated with Ascites
Previous studies have predicted the action of 1 or 2 major genes with the incidence of ascites in
broilers (Lubritz and McPherson, 1994; Wideman and French, 2000; Anthony and Balog, 2003;
Navarro et al., 2006; Druyan et al., 2007). A genome-wide SNP panel also identified at least seven
regions on chromosome 1, 9, 27, and Z (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2014). This project included 183
F2 birds (SUS and RES line double reciprocal crosses) from the University of Arkansas. Statistical
analyses showed a significant association between the phenotype and Gga 9 regions (11.9-13.6
and 15.5-16.3 Mbp) primarily affecting females. The potential candidate genes in these regions
were Angiotensin II Type 1 Receptor (AGTR1), Urotensin 2 Domain Containing protein (UTS2D)
and Serotonin Receptor/Transporter type 2B (5HT2B) with implications in some aspects of human
and/or mice pulmonary hypertension (Watanabe et al., 2006; Djordjevic and Gorlach, 2007;
MacLean, 2007; Chung et al., 2009). Another study has also identified regions on chromosomes
2, 5, 10, 27, and 28 in association with ascites (Rabie et al., 2005). Krishnamoorthy et al. (2014)
also found that the region around 12-13 Mbp on chromosome 9 showed a strong association with
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both ascites and hypertrophy in females. Two microsatellite markers or variable nucleotide tandem
repeats (VNTRs) designated as PHS009 and PHS010 genotyping in three experimental research
lines also revealed a significant correlation with ascites in the Gga9-13 region where the AGTR1
gene is also located. Dey et al. (2016) further conducted multi-general GWAS on chromosomes 2
and Z regions indicated in previous studies with no significant results. They instead, found a region
around 70 Mbp on chromosome 2 associated with resistance in male broilers containing two
candidate genes, melanocortin-4 receptor (MC4R) and cadherin 6 (CDH6). Another Genome-wide
60K panel identified regions around 70 Mbp on chromosome 2 and around 60Mbp on chromosome
Z that had an association with ascites incidence (Tarrant et al., 2017).
With great advancement in high throughput sequencing, next-generation sequencing (NGS) is an
attractive avenue in mapping the complex genetics of ascites in fast-growing birds. Using wholegenome resequencing (WGR), Dey et al. (2018) identified SNPs in intron 6 and exon 8 of
carboxypeptidase Q (CPQ) gene on chromosome 2 (around 127 Mbp) associated with resistance
in male birds. In humans, GWAS studies have shown CPQ or plasma glutamate carboxypeptidase
(PGCP), is associated with blood pressure, and heart rate traits.
None of previous GWAS studies have shown CPQ as a candidate for ascites resistance in male
birds, and our data from WGR does not support any of the previously identified regions on
chromosome 2 using 60k SNP panels. Male birds are predisposed to ascites because of their higher
body weights with more oxygen demand for fast growth. SNP frequency for CPQ was also higher
for males in the WGS data. An additional 30 potential QTL regions have been identified from our
WGR data (see Chapter 2). This suggests that the WGR method is more efficient and unbiased for
studying complex diseases such as ascites.
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1.7 Next-Generation Sequencing and Structural Variations
Significant advancement has been made in technologies for genome sequencing since the
completion of the human genome project in 2003. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) provides
low-cost high-throughput methods for nucleotide sequencing. The ease of whole-genome
sequencing using NGS platforms has made it an attractive avenue for genomic research. Different
techniques in NGS may vary in reading length (short or long), reading (single-end or paired-end),
the time required and reads per run (Illumina. Inc., 2015). The first draft genome for Gallus gallus
was released (v2.1) in 2004, and the most recent one (v6.0) in March 2018. Poultry genetics has
changed drastically with the release of the first chicken draft genome (Hillier et al., 2004). One
female red jungle fowl was used to generate the reference genome since it is the closest ancestor
to modern chicken.
Identification of SNPs and CNVs that have an association with phenotypes or traits of interest can
be achieved using WGS. It will allow the incorporation of these tools by a geneticist in the selection
of plants and animals. Association of SNP or group of SNPs with disease susceptibility means that
diseased individuals are expected to have a higher frequency of the SNP than resistant ones. These
biomarkers can be used in improving efficient breeding, or in prediction, diagnosis, and treatment
of a disease. The success of poultry genetics depends on the integration of traditional and molecular
approaches for selection techniques (Emmerson, 1997).
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SYNOPSIS
Both genetic and environmental factors influence the incidence of pulmonary hypertension
syndrome (PHS) in broilers. Investigations in broilers have also shown high heritability of ascites
in fast-growing lines. Although improved environment and better selection practices have reduced
the yearly economic loss in the USA for the past decade, about 3% of the fast-growing birds
manifest idiopathic arteriole hypertension (IPAH). Previous genome-wide association studies
conducted in our labs that were based on SNPs have identified potential regions on chromosome
2, 9 and Z associated with the phenotype. However, the goal to identify major genes for ascites
phenotype is yet to be achieved. SNP loci in previous GWAS that did not conform to HardyWeinberg equation (HWE) for the whole sample set were often discarded, which includes 5-8,000
SNP locations. We hypothesized that the discarded loci could be part of a copy number variation
(CNV). It means that we can screen differentially represented CNVs in both genders for ascites
susceptible and resistant birds from relaxed, REL, line.
The current dissertation emphasizes on understanding the genetics of ascites using whole-genome
resequencing in a research line, REL, and a commercial broiler, designated as T. The primary
focus of this project is the identification of novel CNVs, and chromosomal regions related to
ascites phenotype. Secondly, WGR would further examine chromosomes/chromosomal regions
for SNPs that were found to be associated with ascites in previous GWAS in our lab. Overall, the
development of new markers for ascites-resistance will allow improvement in broiler industry via
non-invasive means in broiler lines.
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Figure 1.1. Per capita consumption of poultry and meat in the U.S. (USDA, 2017). Trends of
beef, pork, broilers, and turkey consumptions (lb.) are shown in Y-axis from 1960 to 2017 (Xaxis).
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Figure 1.2. Breeding Structure in Broiler Industry (Laughlin, 2007; Stanley, 2009). The
traditional breeding pyramid structure starting with the elite line at the apex, passing through greatgrandparents (GGP), grandparents, parents, and commercial broiler. Pedigree selection to broilers
has a time course of 4-5 years with final broiler meat around 70,000 metric tons from a base unit
of 1 male and 10 females.
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Figure 1.3. Line Crossing Schematics in Poultry Breeding Pyramid (Tarrant, 2016). Fourway crossing with the pure elite line at the top and double hybrid commercial broiler at the bottom.
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Figure 1.4. Hypobaric Chamber Model. The chamber measures 2.4m x 3.7m x 2.4m including,
transfer chamber, air valves, doors, and battery. It has the capacity of housing 240 birds for six
weeks.
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Figure 1.5. Ascites Mortality per Generation for three research lines (Pavlidis et al., 2007).
The incidence of mortality in each generation was recorded for lines susceptible (SUS) and
resistant (RES) to ascites and unselected, founder line (REL) as the control. All birds were reared
in the hypobaric chamber set at 2,900 m above sea level.
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CHAPTER 2. WHOLE GENOME RESEQUENCING IDENTIFIES 31 CANDIDATE
QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI FOR ASCITES SYNDROME IN BROILERS.
2.1 Introduction
Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PH) or ascites syndrome is one of the consequences of
selection for rapid growth and high meat yield in broilers. Ascites is associated with accumulation
of fluid in the abdominal cavity leading to death (Huchzermeyer and DeRuyck, 1986;
Wideman,1999; Julian, 2000; Balog et al., 2000). Ascites is a pathophysiological progression in
which the rapid growing birds are unable to meet the high oxygen (O2) demand for elevated
metabolic rates (Anthony and Balog, 2003). The hypoxic condition stimulates cardiac output
leading to constriction of pulmonary arterioles causing hypertension in pulmonary circulation,
right ventricular hypertrophy and terminally right ventricular failure (Julian, 1998; Chapman and
Wideman, 2001; Wideman et al., 2013). The primary cause of this disease is unknown, which
makes it idiopathic in nature and is an excellent model for human idiopathic arteriole hypertension
IPAH. Compared to female, male birds tend to have higher body weight with more oxygen
requirement for growth and therefore are predisposed to ascites. In the United States, ascites
incidence is reduced through better management including: ventilation (Bottje et al., 1998),
reduced lighting (Buyse et al., 1996), better temperature control (Deaton et al., 1996), feed
restriction (Acar et al., 1995; Balog et al., 2000b), and nutritional control (Roch et al., 2000).
However, the world-wide economic loss is still estimated to be around 100 million dollars per year
(Wideman et al., 2013; communication from Cobb-Vantress Inc. 2015). Genetic components can
also be a key player in PHS since ascites related traits such as cardiac hypertrophy, and abdominal
fluid, which are found to possess moderate to high heritability (Lubritz et al., 1995; Maxwell and
Robertson, 1997; de Greef et al., 2001). Therefore, identification of quantitative trait loci (QTL)
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affecting ascites can help lower economic losses in the broiler industry, with hopefully little impact
on growth rate or meat yield.
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) linked to specific phenotypes such as fat deposition, egg
quality, etc. (Wang et al., 2006; Rajasekaran et al., 2013) have demonstrated that SNPs are useful
genetic markers in marker-assisted-selection (MAS). Genotype-by-sequencing (case vs. control,
susceptible vs. resistant) can be used to identify potential molecular markers in genomic research
(Ozaki et al., 2002; Klein et al., 2005). Many SNP-based GWAS have been conducted to
understand the polygenic nature of ascites and identify potential biomarkers for resistance to this
disease (Muir et al., 2008; Krishnamoorthy et al., 2014; Dey et al., 2016; Tarrant et al., 2017). The
analyses from these studies identified potential regions on chromosome 1, 2, 4, 9, and Z associated
with the phenotype. Unfortunately, MAS using some of these loci have only shown a marginal
association between these regions and ascites (unpublished).
Dey et al. (2018) conducted whole-genome-resequencing (WGR) to investigate the regions on
chromosomes 2 and 9 further. This work was as a continuation of previous work (Dey et al., 2016)
to refine mapping for QTLs associated with either susceptibility or resistance in broilers. In the
WGR data, we did not find any SNPs in previously identified loci from GWAS in chromosome 2
and 9 but identified a new region on chromosome 2 (127.65 – 127.75 Mbp). This new locus spans
part of a gene, plasma glutamate carboxypeptidase (PGCP or CPQ), which is associated with traits
such

as

electrocardiogram

(EKG),

hypertension

and

blood

pressure

in

humans

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap/phegeni). The homozygous, non-reference SNP pattern in
intron-6 was significantly associated with resistance in male birds from our research line and a few
commercial lines, consistent with the WGR preliminary data. This led to CPQ gene as the first
demonstrated marker for resistance to ascites in broilers. We have now expanded our WGR
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investigation for the rest of the genome to identify 30 additional regions as potential markers for
the phenotype.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Genome Data
All genomic positions presented are relative to the December 2015 assembly of the Gallus gallus
genome (RefSeq accession ID: GCF_000002315.4)
2.2.2 Bird Stocks and Hypobaric Chamber Trials
All animal procedures were approved by the University of Arkansas Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee under protocols 15039 and 15040. This study represents birds from our research
line (REL). REL line birds from the 18th generation were wing-banded and immunized for Marek’s
virus. The birds were then challenged for six weeks using a hypobaric chamber set at 9000 ft and
543 mm of Hg above sea level (Pavlidis et al., 2007). Mortality data were recorded daily, and a
necropsy determined the gender and the cause of death. The birds were designated
ascitic/susceptible when there was excessive abdominal fluid with flaccid heart, liver lesions, and
right ventricle hypertrophy (right ventricle to total ventricle; RV/TV > 0.5). At six weeks, survivors
were euthanized by cervical dislocation and necropsied. Birds with normal necropsy characters
were scored as resistant. Only the REL line samples were used for the whole genome sequencing
work.
2.2.3 DNA Extraction from Blood
Blood (10 uL) was collected via wing vein lancet puncture of chicks at 1 to 3 days of age (doa).
Genomic DNAs were isolated using our rapid protocol (Bailes et al., 2007). DNAs for nextgeneration sequencing were further purified by phenol-chloroform extraction followed by ethanol
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precipitation. DNAs were quantified by Hoechst 33258 fluorescence in a GloMax (Promega Corp.,
Madison, WI).
2.2.4 DNA preparation for WGR
Duplicate pools of equal weights of 10 DNAs from each phenotype were pooled for each gender
to construct 8 total pools, which were submitted for Next Generation Sequencing library
preparation. Libraries were sequenced, 2x125 bp paired-end on an Illumina HiSeq 2500, to
generate approximately 66 Gb per library. Library construction and sequencing were performed
by the Research Technology Support Facility at Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI).
2.2.5 Data Analyses and Bioinformatics
The adaptor-trimmed FASTQ sequence reads were mapped onto galGal5 using SeqMan NGen
(Lasergene Suite 14; DNAStar, Madison, WI) and ArrayStar (Lasergene Suite 14) with default
parameters. The pools were coded as resistant (R) or susceptible (S), male (M) or Female (F), and
biological replicate pools as 1 or 2 (i.e., RM1, RM2, SM1, SM2, RF1, RF2, SF1, SF2). Separate
templated alignments for each pool were used for SNP identification and tabulation in ArrayStar,
and the SNP data was exported to Excel for further analyses. SNPs with low read depth (<20) for
one or more replicate pools were removed. The difference in the averages of SNP frequencies of
replicates for each phenotype and gender were calculated and plotted according to chromosome
and chromosomal position.
2.2.6 Primers and Probes Designing
To genotype for specific SNPs, PCR primers and probes were designed using Primer3
(http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/primer3/). Primer specificity was checked using the BLAT tool
on the UCSC genome browser (University of California, Santa Cruz). Probes and primers were
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synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT; Coralville, IA). PCR conditions were
optimized for each primer pair and then used to genotype individual DNAs from phenotyped birds.
2.2.7 TaqMan Assay
PCR primers and probes for quantitative real-time PCR exonuclease assays for SNP genotyping.
are in Table 2.2. Reaction (20µl) included 1x Taq buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.3, 1 mM MgCl2,
30 µg/ml BSA), 0.2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTP, 0.2 µM each forward and reverse primers, 0.05
µM each probe, 2.5 units Taq polymerase, and 2 µl DNA. The PCR cycling was initial denaturation
at 90°C for 3 mins, 10 cycles of 90°C for 15s, 55°C for 15s, 72°C for 1 min, followed by another
30 cycles of 90°C for 15s, 55°C for 15s, 72°C for 1 min with plate read.
For the verification of genotype calls, selected PCR products were purified using RapidTip
(Diffinity Genomics, West Chester, Pennsylvania) and quantified by Hoechst fluorescence as
above. DNAs were submitted for capillary sequencing by Eurofins MWG Operon (Louisville,
KY). Sequence data (as .ab1 files) were aligned to the reference Jungle Fowl sequence using
SeqMan Pro software (DNASTAR, Madison, WI) for further editing and SNP scoring.
2.2.8 Gene Expression Assay
Specific gene expression was assayed by reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) for
heart, liver, brain, lung, and testis RNA previously extracted from broiler tissue samples (Dey et
al., 2018). Purified RNA was used to produce cDNA which was subjected to qPCR quantification.
Total RNA (500 ng) was added to a mastermix consisting of 1x First Strand Buffer (Promega
Corp.), 0.5 µM dNTPs, 1 µM CT23V primer and 100 U MML-V Reverse Transcriptase (Promega
Corp.), The mixtures were incubated at 50°C for 50 min and the reaction was terminated at 65°C
for 5 min. The first strand cDNA was then diluted into a PCR mixture (as described above)
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containing 1x EvaGreen dye (Biotium Inc., Fremont, CA). The PCR steps included initial
denaturation at 90ºC for 3 min, 10 cycles of 90ºC for 15s, 55 ºC for 15s, 72 ºC for 1 min, followed
by another 30 cycles of 90 ºC for 15s, 55 ºC for 15s, 72 ºC for 1 min with plate read. All RT-qPCR
were run in triplicate with TATA-box binding protein (TBP) gene as the reference, and all ΔΔCt
values were relative to TBP (Radonic et al., 2004). Fold change was calculated using the ΔΔCt
method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).
2.2.9 Statistical Methods
Genotype frequencies from Taqman assays for SNPs in the candidate region were calculated for
each phenotype and gender. The expected genotype counts were computed from the observed
genotype frequency for each phenotype. Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA) Chisquare test was performed on the count versus expected to calculate P-values for allele/genotype
frequencies greater than 10%. P-values were then multiplied by the number of alleles/genotypes
to generate a simple Bonferroni adjusted P-value. Deviation from expected was considered
statistically significant where adjusted P-values < 0.05. Gene expression differences for alleles
were based on P-values from t-tests (one way with unequal variance).
2.3. Results
2.3.1 Whole Genome Resequencing and Templated Assembly
Next-generation whole genome resequence data was generated for eight pools of 10 individual
DNAs representing two biological replicates for each gender for both resistant and susceptible
birds from our unselected, Relaxed (REL) line. The REL is descended from an elite commercial
line (Pavlidis et al., 2007). Each pool was sequenced to >66x coverage using paired-end (2 x 125bp) Illumina sequencing on a HiSeq 2500. FASTQ reads were mapped onto the galGal5 reference
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genome for each pool. The average mapped read counts for all pools was 534,902,801, with ~96.2%
reads successfully assembled onto the reference genome (Table 2.1).
We filtered the data for each SNP position for read depth >20. For each SNP position, we then
calculated the difference in the frequency in resistant versus susceptible phenotype. We then
plotted the data according to chromosome and chromosomal location for each gender to visually
identify clusters of SNPs with frequencies skewed toward a particular phenotype. Specifically,
we inspected for clusters of SNPs showing frequency differences of >20%. In total, we detected
nearly 11 million SNPs (Figure 2.1) in male birds and 12 million SNPs in female birds that were
suitable for identification of candidate QTL regions associated with ascites phenotype. We
identified 31 regions on 15 chromosomes showing clusters of SNPs differentially represented in
the different phenotypes. We identified 24 clusters in males, with 7 SNP clusters in females (Table
2.3). Most clusters showed a higher frequency of non-reference SNPs in the ascites resistant birds.
For the genes in each region, we then consulted the NCBI Phenotype-Genotype Integrator,
(PheGenI; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap/phegeni) for whether those genes had been
identified in human GWAS as associated with traits possibly contributing to ascites.
2.3.2 Details of the Potential Regions
For the 31 regions, we identified 23 regions of SNPs where non-reference SNP frequencies were
associated with resistance in males for six regions on chromosome 1, four regions on chromosome
3, two regions on chromosome 6, two on chromosome 7, two on chromosome Z, and one each on
chromosomes 11, 13, 15, 22, 27, and 28. There were seven regions where non-reference SNP
frequencies were higher in susceptible males, including two on chromosome 4, and one each on
chromosomes 3, 8, 14, 28, and Z. We found three regions, where non-reference SNP frequencies
were higher in resistant females, including two on chromosome 4, and one on chromosome 6.
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There were only two regions where non-reference SNP frequencies were higher in susceptible
females; single regions on chromosome 3, and 14.
Examining regions identified in both genders revealed that the two regions on chromosome 4 for
males and females overlap, but the non-reference SNP frequency association is opposite for
phenotype in the two genders, higher non-reference SNP frequency in susceptible males and
resistant females. Males and females share a region on chromosome 6, where non-reference SNP
frequencies are higher in resistant birds for both genders. Both genders share a region on
chromosome 14 where the frequency of non-reference SNP was higher in susceptible birds.
2.3.3 LRRTM4 Genotyping in Association with Ascites Syndrome
The male-biased region on chromosome 2 has already been extensively analyzed for association
with ascites phenotype and confirmed to show an association of the non-reference SNPs with
ascites resistance in males (Dey et al., 2018). We selected the male-biased region on chromosome
22 for further investigation. This region contains 166 high-quality SNPs spanning 3.80-3.90 Mbp
Gga22 with a frequency difference (resistant-susceptible) between (25-61%), where 123 of these
SNPs are within the gene for LRRTM4. The remaining 43 differentially represented SNPs are in
the intergenic region downstream of the gene. LRRTM4 is the gene for leucine-rich repeat
transmembrane neuronal protein 4 which has been suggested to play a role in the regulation of
dendritic spine development in the nervous system (Lauren et al., 2003; Siddiqui et al., 2013).
NCBI PheGenI associates the human LRRTM4 gene region with traits such as antihypertension,
carotid artery disease, coronary heart disease, and pulmonary embolism, so an association with
ascites in broilers is possible. We, therefore, developed exonuclease assays for genotyping an
extensive collection of archived DNAs from ascites phenotyped birds. Two SNPs from the
intergenic region were selected because the pattern for non-reference frequency differences, was
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uniform within the genic portion of the gene. TaqMan qPCR assay-based genotypes in >600 REL
DNAs showed a close correlation of observed genotype frequencies with the calculated genotype
frequencies based on allele frequencies and the Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) formula
(1=p2+2pq+q2). Therefore, the qPCR genotyping was assumed to be accurate, and the sample of
DNAs non-biased. Based on our findings with the chromosome 2 region for CPQ and similar SNP
map data from the WGR for LRRTM4 (Figure 2.2) we expected to find a strong association of
LRRTM4 gene with ascites resistance in male birds. These same DNAs had been used to associate
the CPQ gene on chromosome 2 with ascites (Dey et al., 2018). Although we expected to detect
an association of the non-reference SNP allele with resistance in male, instead the homozygous
non-reference genotype for the two targeted SNPs was associated with susceptibility in female
birds (P=0.047; Table 2.4). We also observed a significant adjusted P-value (P=.0083) for “all”
sample set, but since there was no significance in male broilers, it was appropriate to focus on the
females. Susceptibility was increased by 15% in females compared to both “all” and male sample
sets.
To test for potential epistatic interaction between CPQ and LRRTM4, we combined the genotype
data for LRRTM4 with the CPQ gene (Dey et al., 2018). Genotype associations (Table 2.5A) were
performed on combined genotypes using a Bonferroni correction of nine. Male broilers with
homozygous non-reference genotype for intron 6 SNPs in CPQ gene have shown approximately
20% higher overall resistance (Dey et al., 2018). The combined genotype of heterozygous for
LRRTM4 and homozygous non-reference for CPQ (G8-RRCC) genotype was significantly
associated with ascites resistance in males (P=0.033), contrary to the LRRTM4 genotype alone.
Around 85% of the male birds were resistant for the combined genotype (Table 2.5A) which is a
higher frequency of resistant males than for the homozygous non-reference genotype for CPQ
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alone. These data suggest that one copy of the non-reference LRRTM4 allele is sufficient to
amplify the effect on ascites of the homozygous non-reference CPQ genotype. Also, for
homozygous reference LRRTM4, the addition of one copy of non-reference CPQ increased the
resistance by 40% in both “all” sample set and male birds. Summarizing, the CPQ non-reference
homozygous genotype confers approximately 2:1 odds on ascites resistance in males but with the
addition of one non-reference allele for LRRTM4 improves the odds to approximately 6:1.
2.3.5 Tissue-specific Expression Assay
LRRTM4 gene expression for each of the homozygous genotypes was measured using a TaqMan
RT-qPCR assay in heart, lung, liver, brain, and testis samples, with TATA-binding protein (TBP)
as an internal control. No expression was detected in lung, liver, brain, or testis RNA samples, but
the expression was observed in the heart. We saw no difference in the level of expression of
LRRTM4 between reference and non-reference homozygous genotypes (P=0.188) (Figure 2.3).
2.4 Discussion
The poultry industry has fueled the affordable production of chicken by selecting for economically
important traits such as growth rate and meat yield. This rapid growth and muscle deposition make
chicken an excellent model for human idiopathic arteriole hypertension or IPAH (Wideman and
Hamal, 2011). About 3% of the fast-growing broilers develop IPAH and exposure to one of the
stressors such as cold temperature (Balog et al., 2003) and high altitude (Owen et al., 1995) can
increase the incidence up to 20%.
Multiple investigations have concluded high heritability of ascites susceptibility which led our
laboratory to look at the genetic basis of ascites. In this current study, we conducted whole-genome
resequencing in ascites research line, REL, and have identified 31 candidate regions on 15 different
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chromosomes of the genome (Table 2.3). Previous GWAS studies did identify candidate regions
for ascites phenotype (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2014; Dey et al., 2016; Tarrant et al., 2017), however,
marker-assisted selection revealed marginal association with the phenotype. Therefore, we
concluded these are non-reliable QTLs for ascites (unpublished). One region with CPQ gene on
chromosome 2 from our WGR has been identified as a determinant for ascites syndrome in broilers
(Dey et al., 2018). Human CPQ gene is a carboxypeptidase with a function in protein hydrolysis
and thyroxine synthesis (Ahmetov et al., 2016). Dey et al. (2018) showed that the non-reference
homozygous genotype for CPQ has a significant association with ascites resistance in REL broilers.
This is consistent with the human studies, where CPQ was associated with traits such as
electrocardiography, hypertension, blood pressure, and heart rate. Recent revisions to PheGenI
have reduced the linked traits, probably revisions related to publicly available data on the NCBI
site.
The CPQ work led to the expansion of our investigation for the rest of the genome to identify 30
additional regions for ascites phenotype (Figure 2.4). Around 62 genes with high-quality SNPs are
either residing within or flanking areas of these 30 potential regions. The PheGenI revealed that
almost all these genes have somewhat association with hypertension, body weight, fat deposition,
heart failure, and hypotrophy in humans (Figure 2.4).
We investigated one region on chromosome 22 containing LRRTM4 gene for a possible
association with ascites phenotype. LRRTM4 is a member of leucine-rich-repeat (LRR)
transmembrane protein family that are involved in the synapse development and maintenance of
the nervous system (Lauren et al., 2003). The LRRTM4 non-reference homozygote contributes to
the ascites susceptibility in the female broilers as compared to males. This suggests that LRRTM4
is a candidate QTL for ascites in broiler chickens despite the effect being gender specific. We also
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looked for possible interaction between CPQ and LRRTM4 genes. In males, the epistatic
interaction between the LRRTM4 heterozygote and intron-6 non-reference homozygote of CPQ
gene amplifies the resistance in males as compared to CPQ or LRRTM4 alone. The LRRTM4 gene,
along with CPQ gene, can be employed in marker-assisted selection for increasing ascites
resistance in the broiler industry. However, the exact mechanisms by which these genes contribute
to resistance in male broilers are still unknown.
More studies on understanding the gene networks, downstream regulation, or the interaction
between their protein products in chicken are very crucial. None of 31 regions have appeared in
an of our previous GWAS studies. Identification of the CPQ gene (Dey et al., 2018) and now
LRRTM4 demonstrates WGR to be a more effective and robust method in finding markers for
complex traits. In GWAS, the SNPs utilized are pre-specified and limited in numbers, while in
WGR, the sequence data identifies the segregating SNPs with tens of millions. With decreasing
costs and increasing output, the WGR approach is highly cost-effective and much higher density.
In conclusion, CPQ and LRRTM4 are gender-specific markers for ascites resistance in broilers
and MAS studies will help us answer whether these genes are significant QTLs for ascites
resistance. The 29 additional regions are available for further investigation as potential QTLs
associated with ascites phenotype. Since we know that 3% of the fast-growing broilers develop
IPAH type, we can look for a correlation between the resistance phenotype and altered allele
expression for QTLs for hypertension in humans by relating with developing therapeutics.
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Table 2.1 Mapped and unmapped reads to the chicken reference genome. The assembly
statistics are the average of pools for each gender from the generated SeqMan NGen reports for
REL line birds.
Mapping Statistics for REL DNAs
Average number of reads generated for all pools (million)

~ 535

Average number of reads assembled (million)

~ 518

Average number of Mapped reads (million)
Reads mapped in pairs

~ 492

Reads mapped as one

~ 12.7

Unpaired reads assembled

~ 15

Unmapped reads (million)

~ 21

Bad reads (million)

~ 0.2
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Figure 2.1. Identification of SNPs per chromosome in male REL line birds. The total number
of SNPs detected in the given chromosome of male birds prior the filtration step.
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Figure 2.2. SNP map plot of the chromosome 22 of male chicken shown with enlarged region
of interest. LRRTM4 gene map from NCBI aligned with SNP map to show the overlap with SNP
region of interest
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Table 2.2. Primers and probes for TaqMan qPCR. For SNP locus, position is the base-pair
position on chromosome 22 according to the 2015 genome assembly. Primers are 5′-3′ for forward
(F-) and reverse (R-); Probes are 5′- 3′ with allele 1 (Ref) labeled with HEX and allele 2 (Non)
labeled with FAM.
Locus

SNP Position

LRRTM4

3,850,947-9

F1, R1

Sequence________________
Primers F-CAGCCACTGATGCAATGAGCTGTCTGAA
R-CTCGGTASTAGCTGAAGCACTGCACATC
Probes Ref-TGAAATCTATTACCTGCATCATCTGCCT
(5′ →3′) Non-TAAGATCTATTACCTGCATCATCTGCCT

LRRTM4
F2, R2

Primers F-GCCCTGCACGTATACCATCT
R-CGACTGAGTTCCAGGTTGGT

** Nucleotides in bold italics in the probes are the SNPs being assayed.
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Table 2.3. The predicted potential regions for QTLs for ascites trait using WGR in our REL
line. The Res-Sus shows the non-reference SNP frequency difference between the phenotypes of
both genders for 31 regions (galGal5) on total 15 different chromosomes of chicken genome.
Positive sign indicates the non-reference SNP to be associated with resistance and vice versa.
Megabase pair (Mbp)
Chromosome No.

Start

Gga1
Gga1
Gga1
Gga1
Gga1
Gga1
**Gga2
Gga3
Gga3
Gga3
Gga3
Gga3
Gga4
Gga4
Gga6
Gga6
Gga7
Gga7
Gga8
Gga11
Gga13
Gga14
Gga15
Gga22
Gga27
Gga28
Gga28
Gga28
GgaZ
GgaZ
GgaZ

138.85
173.78
173.95
180.67
181.00
188.96
127.65
24.76
25.32
29.36
29.48
72.35
33.71
33.98
33.98
12.35
12.60
21.30
26.25
18.45
11.10
1.50
0.80
3.80
2.95
0.47
0.74
4.65
50.25
63.50
66.80

Stop
138.89
173.84
173.98
180.73
181.20
189.01
127.75
24.91
25.41
29.44
29.54
72.50
33.73
34.02
34.02
12.45
13.30
21.50
26.27
18.54
11.50
1.56
1.00
3.90
2.97
0.52
0.77
4.95
50.28
63.90
67.01

Res-Sus SNP%___
Male

Female

40%
40%
35%
40%
35%
35%
60%
40%
20%
20%
20%
-40%
-30%
-30%
20%
20%
40%
40%
-40%
50%
60%
-40%
40%
60%
35%
-25%
20%
-20%
30%
-20%
40%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
30%
0%
0%
-30%
0%
0%
20%
20%
20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
-30%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

**Gga2 region SNPs have been already verified for a potential QTL (Dey et al., 2018).
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Table 2.4. Possible contribution of LRRTM4 to ascites susceptibility in female birds. Data
represented is the analyses of the SNP genotypes results from TaqMan qPCR assay. Discrepancies
in totals from the lack of phenotype and/or gender data for genotyped birds.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

REL line

All

Male

Female

Genotype

Sus

Res

p-val.

Sus

Res

p-val.

Sus

Res

p-val.

GA (Ref)

34.5%

65.5%

1.7638

36.5%

63.5%

1.652

29.6%

70.4%

0.516

RR

31.0%

69.0%

1.1303

27.7%

72.3%

0.209

32.7%

67.3%

0.833

AG (Non-ref)

45.6%

54.4%

0.0083*

41.6%

58.4%

0.243

47.8%

52.2%

0.047*

n=
270
479
126
251
128
219
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*P<0.05
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Table 2.5. Statistical Analyses of the epistatic interaction between the LRRTM4 and CPQ
genes in association with resistance in male birds. A) Combined SNP genotypes for LRRTM4
and CPQ (italicized) genes. LRRTM4 genotypes are as follows: GA is reference homozygous, RR
is heterozygous, and AG is non-reference homozygous. CPQ genotypes are as follows: TA is
reference homozygous, YM is heterozygous, and CC is non-reference homozygous (Dey et al.,
2018). B) Statistical analyses of SNP genotype for epistatic interaction between the two genes
based on HWE.
A)

G1- AGTA
G2- AGCC
G3- AGYM

G4- GATA
G5- GACC
G6- GAYM

G7- RRTA
G8- RRCC
G9- RRYM

B)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
REL line
All
Male
Female_________
Genotype
Sus
Res
p-val.
Sus
Res
p-val.
Sus
Res
p-val.
G8-RRCC
25.8% 74.2%
0.080
14.8%
85.2% 0.033*
36.5% 63.5% 4.818
n=
31
89
9
52
19
33
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*P<0.05
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Figure 2.3. Relative expression of LRRTM4 in broiler heart samples as compared to TBP
using a TaqMan RT-qPCR assay. There was no significant difference in the expression of either
reference or non-reference homozygous genotypes.
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Figure 2.4. Number of genes from 31 potential regions with a role in the ascites associated
traits in humans using PheGenI (NCBI). Most of the genes are reported to be associated with
more than one trait in human studies.
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CHAPTER 3. IDENTIFICATION OF COPY NUMBER VARIATIONS FOR ASCITES
IN REL BROILERS USING NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING
3.1 Introduction
Copy number variations (CNVs) refer to duplications or deletions of genomic regions ranging
from 1 Kbp to over 5 Mbp in size (Feuk et al., 2006; Freeman et al., 2006). If the number of copies
in a genome is different as compared to the reference assembly of that genome, then the region is
said to have copy number gain or copy number loss (Wang et al., 2014). The prevalence of CNVs
in healthy individuals show the importance of these genome variations (Lafrate et al.,2004; Sebat
et al., 2004). CNVs have been estimated to affect approximately 12% of the human genome
(Conrad et al., 2010; Malhotra and Sebat, 2012). Based on the size of the CNV, one or more genes
can be part of a CNV. The variation in the numbers of these DNA fragments can disrupt a coding
region or change the gene dosage (Zhou et al., 2011). It can also negatively impact the regulatory
landscape of a genome by introducing positional effects or by making chimeric genes (Cook and
Scherer, 2008; Chung et al., 2014).
The early method for detecting CNVs relied on experiments such as array comparative genomic
hybridization (CGH). Sebat et al., (2007) found de novo CNVs that had a significant association
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Walsh et al. (2008) reported de-novo CNVs associated with
childhood-onset schizophrenia (COS). These findings validated the role of pathogenic CNVs as
disruptors of some genes which are essential players in neurological development.
With more advancement in high-throughput sequencing, multiple studies have found CNVs that
are either pathogenic (associated with disease susceptibility) or non-pathogenic (populationspecific/diversity). Pfundt et al. (2017) used whole-exome sequencing to identify clinically
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relevant de novo CNVs in patients with a specific neurodevelopmental disorder. Another study
confirmed 44 CNVs in individuals with inherited retinal dystrophies (Ellingford et al., 2017).
Although CNVs can influence gene expression by being part of the deleted or duplicated
regulatory elements but most obviously by changing the dosage of functional copies. It can be true
for genes that either code for a protein or miRNAs. However, miRNA dosage might not always be
influenced if CNVs are partially deleted (Marcinkowska et al., 2011). CNVs affecting small noncoding micro RNAs (miRNAs) genes have been shown to affect the binding and regulation of their
target genes. Vaishnavi et al. (2013) showed CNV loci harboring miRNAs play a role in mediating
the genetic deficit in autism suggesting an active part of miRNAs in phenotypic variability and
genetic heterogeneity of complexes diseases in subsets of individuals.
3.1.1 MicroRNAs
Chen et al. (2017) have predicted that human cells can express thousands of regulatory non-coding
RNAs (ncRNAs). One subclass of ncRNAs is the miRNAs. These miRNAs are evolutionarily
conserved and play an essential role in regulating processes such as metabolism, apoptosis, and
cell proliferation (Leak et al., 2002; Bartel, 2004, 2005; Berezikov and Plasterk, 2005; Croce and
Calin, 2005; Zamore and Haley, 2005). In eukaryotes, these small RNAs negatively regulate the
expression of genes at the post-translational stage. MiRNAs transcribe as part of an intron of a
protein-coding gene or from an intergenic portion of the genome. They are recognized as forming
a 70-nucleotide double-stranded (ds), hairpin primary miRNA (pri-miRNAs). An enzyme
complex, Drosha/DGCR8, present in the nucleus then processes the pri-miRNAs (Hastings and
Krainer, 2001) into smaller (22 nucleotides) precursor miRNAs (pre-RNAs). The pre-RNAs are
transported into the cytoplasm in an energy-driven manner via exportins. Another enzyme, Dicer,
processes these transported pre-miRNAs into mature duplex miRNAs which then interact with
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RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to unwind and bind to the 3′ untranslated region (UTR)
of one or more target mRNAs. The RISC recognition of a messenger RNA (mRNA) results in
either the inhibition of translation or degradation of that target mRNA (Bilen et al., 2006).
3.1.1.1 miRNAs dysregulation in complex diseases
Over the past two decades, many studies have shown the role miRNAs play in complex human
diseases such as cancer, autoimmune, pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) and other
cardiovascular conditions (McManus, 2003; Thum et al., 2008; Urbich et al., 2008; Grant et al.,
2013). Expression of miRNAs in many studies are specific to a particular tissue or cell, and
expression is dysregulated during the disease (Lagos-Quintana et al., 2002; Landgraf et al., 2007).
Ascites syndrome is a metabolic disorder in fast-growing chickens. It starts with hypoxia leading
to a cascade of pathophysiological changes including high blood pressure in pulmonary arteries,
the remodeling of pulmonary arteries, hypertrophy in the right ventricle and failure, elevated levels
of free radicals and oxidative degradation of lipids (Wideman et al., 2013).
Pulmonary arterial remodeling is an irreversible pathological hallmark of PAH (Wideman et al.,
2013), where epithelial and smooth muscle cells are resistant to apoptosis thus are
hyperproliferative. The increased proliferation in epithelial cells results in the formation of
plexiform lesions (Sakao et al., 2010), blockage of blood vessels, and blood flow loss, in the small
distal arteries of pulmonary circulation (Cook et al., 1999). The remodeling of pulmonary arteries
is well studied, but the exact cellular mechanisms that lead to the initiation and progression are
still under investigation.
3.1.1.2 miRNA-target prediction
Most of the algorithms for searching for miRNA target genes require the sequence information of
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miRNA sequence (Riffo-Campos et al., 2016). Apart from the sequence information, we also need
the 3’ UTR of the target mRNAs, the seed regions of the miRNA, the free energy calculation for
miRNA : mRNA complex, and the 3’ site of the miRNA (Mathews et al., 1999; Sethupathy and
Corda, 2006; Friedman et al., 2009; Xiao et al., 2009; Schnall et al., 2011; Kozamara et al., 2014).
3.1.2 Structural Variations Detection using Next-Generation Sequencing
NGS based structural variation (SV) discovery is dependent on the sequencing reads (Volik et al.,
2003; Tuzun et al., 2005). There are four types of strategies (Medvedev et al., 2009; Mills et al.,
2011), which are used for detecting CNVs/SVs using NGS (Figure 3.1). These methods are: readdepth (RD), split-read (SR), read-pair (RP) and assembly (AS). The RD, RP, and SR use a
reference genome for mapping reads, but AS is based on de novo assembly. Each strategy has its
own advantages and drawbacks but combining two or more of these methods can be more accurate
for CNVs detection.
3.1.2.1 Read-Depth
Read-depth refers to the number of reads that cover a specific nucleotide in each locus of a given
genome. The RD strategy is based on the correlation between the depth and copy number in a
region (Teo et al., 2012). Reference genome-based alignment is used to count read depths for a
pre-defined window and then normalized by removing potential biases such as repeated regions or
GC content (Boeva et al., 2011; Janevski et al., 2012). Finally, the calls with statistical significance
are predicted, and filtration is applied. We are expected to have significantly higher RD for
duplication events and reduced RD for deletions. This approach can count exact numbers of SVs
and can work better on large-sized CNVs but cannot discriminate between the specific types of
duplications.
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3.1.2.2 Read-Pair
The RP approach assesses sequenced read-pairs to compare the average insert size using a
reference genome (Korbel et al., 2007). Insert size, read length, and coverage are vital parameters
for increasing sensitivity and accuracy of this strategy (Alkan et al., 2011). The insert size longer
than expected is an insertion, and shorter size than expected is a deletion.
3.1.2.3 Split-Read
SR is also based on paired-end mapping where one read is completely mapped to the genome while
the second fails to or partially aligns to the reference genome (Zhang et al., 2011; Jiang et al.,
2012). The incompletely aligned reads are then split into fragments followed by remapping of start
and end fragments of each split read independently to the genome.
3.1.2.4 Assembly
The AS constructs contigs/scaffolds based on overlapping reads without using a reference genome
(Nijkamp et al., 2012; Teo et al., 2012). AS based tools require a short to long read for better
coverage for their algorithms but can be less accurate for eukaryotic genomic regions with repeats
and duplications (Pirooznia et al., 2015). The contig quality and computational efficiency can be
improved by using a guide, reference genome.
In previous GWAS studies using SNP panels conducted at our laboratory (University of Arkansas),
all the loci that did not fit to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were removed through filtration
and not considered for association mapping. These discarded SNP loci might have deviated from
HWE because they are part of CNVs. The objective of this study is to identify CNV loci
segregating in our experimental research line, REL, and whether those CNVs are associated with
either resistance or susceptibility to ascites.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 DNA Extraction
Blood (10 uL) was collected via wing vein lancet puncture of chicks at 1 to 3 days of age (doa).
Genomic DNAs were isolated using our rapid protocol (Bailes et al., 2007). DNAs for nextgeneration sequencing were further purified by phenol-chloroform extraction followed by ethanol
precipitation. DNAs were quantified by Hoechst 33258 fluorescence in a GloMax (Promega Corp.,
Madison, WI).
3.2.2 DNA preparation for WGS
An equal amount of 10 DNAs from each phenotype for both genders were pooled together and
submitted for library preparation. Eight pools (2 pools x 2 phenotypes x 2 genders) submitted
included bar-coded library generation, 2x125 paired-end reads on Illumina HiSeq 2500 with a
~66X genome coverage. Library construction and sequencing steps were performed at the
Research Technology Support Facility at Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI).
3.2.3 Data Analysis and Bioinformatics
The sequence reads (FASTQ) were mapped onto galGal5 using Bowtie. Generated sam (sequence
alignment map) files were then converted into bam (binary alignment map) files using SAMtools
package (https://de.cyverse.org/de/) as an input for the initial CNV detection using cn.mops (Copy
Number estimation by a Mixture of PoissonS), which is an R based package on
Bioconductor. Counted reads were then analyzed for CNVs, and detected segments were
visualized as a segmentation plot using an R based seg-plot. Each peak was then tested for whether
it contained candidate genes possibly related to ascites traits in humans using NCBI PhenotypeGenotype Integrator or PheGenI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap/phegeni). Additional
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mapping for FASTQ reads was on galGal5 using SeqMan NGen (Lasergene Suite 14; DNAStar,
Madison, WI)) and ArrayStar (Lasergene Suite 14). CNV data (i.e., name, source sequence,
position, and the difference of the average of total reads per kilobase per million-copy number or
RPKM-CN for both phenotypes in each gender) from ArrayStar were then exported to Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft Office 2016) for further analyses. We used miRbase (https://www.mirbase.org)
for retrieving the mature miRNA sequence and annotation information. Target genes for given
chicken microRNAs were predicted using used mirDB (http://www.mirdb.org) developed by
Wong and Wang, (2015).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Identification of CNV regions using cn.mops
The generated SAM files from Bowtie were converted into BAM format using SAMtools, and the
counted reads were then analyzed to detect CNVs. CNVs were visualized as a segmentation plot
(see Methods). Seg-plots were generated for all chromosomes for each phenotype in both genders.
This approach identified potential CNV peaks on chromosome 1 and 13 (Figure 3.2). The genes
in the affected region were analyzed using PheGenI to identify ascites related gene functions in
the CNV region. For chromosome 1, the peak contains three genes: zinc finger and SCAN domain
containing 25 (ZSCAN25), cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 10 subunit (CHRNA10), and
ADP-ribosyltransferase (ART1). There were no ascites-associated traits found for ART1 in
humans, but the intron region of ZSCAN25 has been associated with traits such as metabolism and
blood in humans. For chromosome 13, the peak encompasses a gene, protocadherin beta-5 or
PCDHB5. PCDHB5 is associated with traits such as lymphocytes count, and leptin in humans. We
were particularly interested in chromosome Z for the fact that male birds have higher incidences
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of ascites. The resultant Z seg-plot for males was strange (Figure 3.2), and we have no explanation
for why it appears so.
3.3.2 Identification of CNVs using ArrayStar
We mapped the sequence reads using SeqMan NGen and quantified the reads using ArrayStar as
described in methods. The RPKM-CN values were evaluated further in Microsoft Excel. The
difference between the averages RPKM-CN of the two replicates (resistant vs. susceptible) for
each phenotype and gender were calculated to select genes where the differences in the averages
were 2-fold over-represented or 2-fold under-represented according to phenotype, for either gender
(Figure 3.3). For females, this identified 27 miRNAs, four genes, and five uncharacterized loci.
For males, we found a total of 32 miRNAs, one gene, and one uncharacterized locus. If we
increased the threshold difference in RPKM-CN to ±3, males had only four miRNAs. Increased
copies of miR-7450 and miR-1678 in ascitic-resistant and increased copies of miR-449a and miR1708 in ascitic-susceptible male birds (Figure 3.3). In females, we saw a completely different set
of miRNAs for a given phenotype. The resistant female birds had increased copies of two miRNAs,
miR-6666 and miR-6621whereas susceptible females had increased copies of miR-1757 and miR1623 with a difference in RPKM-CN ±3. The targeted genes were predicted, and their associated
traits in humans were determined using PheGenI shown in Table 3.1.
There were no common CNVs in miRNAs for both genders and/or phenotypes suggesting that
these CNVs are gender-specific for both phenotypes. We looked into the literature and PheGenI
to find any preliminary studies or data on these miRNAs in cardiovascular diseases or related traits
in both human and chicken.
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3.3.2.1 miRNAs in susceptible males
In human cells, it has been found that miR-449a is an antagonist of mitochondrial biogenesis for
cells exposed to T-2 toxins from the Fusarium genus (Ma et al., 2018). The suppression of miR449 leads to the upregulation of the sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) gene, a regulator of peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor gamma and coactivator 1 alpha (PGC-1α). This would stimulate mitochondrial
biogenesis but needs further investigation for the exact mechanism of miRNA suppression. A
recent study (Al-Zahrani et al., 2019) revealed a correlation between mitochondrial DNA
abundance in particular muscles and ascites phenotype in broilers. There were substantial
differences in mitochondrial DNA copy number with respect to gender and ascites phenotype. We
do not know whether the role of miR-449a for ascites phenotypes in broilers is the same as in
humans and we cannot know if miR-449a even regulates the same set of genes. The predicted
targets from miRDB for miR-449a in chicken (Table 3.1) are neuron navigator 3 (NAV3) and
ELKS/RAB6-interacting/ CAST family member 1 (ERC1). PheGenI associates both genes with
traits such as blood pressure, cardiomegaly, echocardiogram, and body weight in humans.
The miR-1708 is located in an intron of the gene for FCH and double SH3 domains 2 (FCHSD2),
which is involved in promoting clathrin-dependent endocytosis. For miR-1708, one of the
predicted target genes is cAMP responsive element binding protein 3 like 1, CREB3L1 (Table
3.1). PheGenI associates SNP in the upstream region of CREB3L1 with myocardial infarction or
heart attack. Another target gene, protein phosphatase 2 regulatory subunit B alpha (PPP2R3A),
is believed to play a role in blood flow velocity and body mass index (BMI). However, there is no
literature on the role of miR-1708 in cardiovascular diseases in chicken.
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3.3.2.2 miRNAs in resistant males
In vitro studies have found that in plasma-induced chicken Sertoli cells (SC), a synthetic antagomir
of miR-7450 led to cell death by disrupting the membrane potential of mitochondria and decreased
ATP levels. (Zhang et al., 2018). Our predicted targeted genes for this miRNA are leucine rich
repeats and immunoglobulin like domain 1 (LRIG1) and AT-rich interaction domain 5B
(ARID5B).

PheGenI associates these genes in humans with traits such as heart function,

pulmonary disease, and heart attack. For the miR-1678, one of the chicken targets is solute carrier
family 39 member 10 associated with body weight and body fat distribution in humans. These
traits were associated with the SNPs in the intronic region of the gene, but how exactly miR-1678
would play a role is yet to be understood.
3.3.2.3 miRNAs in ascitic-susceptible female birds
The miR-1757 in susceptible females is located in the intronic region of the solute carrier family
25A member 43 (SLC25A43). A recent study in chicken has shown SNPs in the pre-miR-1757
gene to be associated with economically important traits such as body size index (Li et al., 2015).
When we looked at the predicted chicken target genes (Table 3.1), transmembrane 9 superfamily
member 2, TM9SF2, is associated with blood pressure, whereas RasGEF domain family member
1C, RASGEF1C, is linked with heart failure in human.
For miR-1623, the predicted target gene, transmembrane protein 215, TMEM215, shown in Table
3.1 is linked to traits such as blood pressure and coronary artery disease in humans. The second
target gene is ring finger protein 165, RNF165, found to be associated with human body weight.
A study in chicken has found miR-1623 to be significantly downregulated in dwarf chickens as
compared to normal birds (Lin et al., 2012).
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3.3.2.4 miRNAs in ascitic-resistant female birds
The miR-6666 is located on the intronic region of protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type S
(PTPRS) gene. One of the predicted target genes, NEDD4 binding protein 3 or N4BP3, is
associated with waist-hip ratio. However, we did not find literature on the association of miR-6666
with ascites related traits either in chicken or humans.
For miR-6621, we predicted multiple target genes that are associated with cardiovascular traits in
humans (Table 3.1). Intergenic variations in prickle planar cell polarity protein 1, PRICKLE1, is
associated with human body weight, electrocardiograph (ECG), low density lipoprotein (LDL),
and high-density lipoprotein (HDL). Myocardial infarction is associated with another target gene,
cullin 3 (CUL3) in humans. The protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type E, PTPRE has been
linked with human coronary disease.
3.4 Discussion
Ascites or pulmonary hypertension syndrome is one of the physiological consequences of selection
for fast growth and muscle deposition in poultry industry. Progressive hypertension in the cardiopulmonary system leads to accumulation of fluid in the abdominal cavity of the fast-growing bird
(Chapter 1). The pathophysiological changes include arterial wall remodeling, hypertrophy, etc.
and the genetic and molecular bases of these changes remain to be elucidated (Rothman et al.,
2017). There is a recent trend in ascertaining the role of miRNAs in complex diseases such as PH.
Rhodes et al. (2013) highlighted the association of circulating miRNAs in plasma with poor
survival prognosis in human PAH. Another investigation used monocrotaline-induced pulmonary
hypertension in rats and revealed a correlation between miR-26a expression with increased systolic
pressure and hypertrophy in the RV of rats (Schlosser et al. 2013). Several other studies have
reported that altering the expression of certain miRNAs shows a strong association with resistance
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or susceptibility to PH (Deng et al., 2015; McLendon et al., 2015; Wallace et al., 2015). With the
growing evidence of the involvement of miRNA in ascites, the detection of these changes can be
achieved by looking at the miRNA in the extracellular vesicles or circulatory miRNAs in the
peripheral blood.
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) is a quality control test of allele and genotype data in genetic
based studies (Anderson et al., 2010). Genomic regions that show extensive deviation from HWE
are excluded because the deviation indicates either genotyping error, biased sampling, or
evolutionary influences such as selection. Deviation from HWE could also result from a recently
appreciated chromosomal variation, copy number variation or CNV, where gain and loss of the
genomic region effects the frequency of genotypes. CNVs that harbor miRNA can also be
investigated for their possible contribution in the pathophysiology of ascites syndrome.
In our study, we identified multiple gender-specific miRNAs that reside in CNVs for both
phenotypes. The predicted target genes (Table 3.1) for these miRNAs are involved in important
cellular processes and associated cardiovascular traits. For example, PTPRE is a signaling
molecule that regulates differentiation, mitosis, and cell growth. We know that hypertrophy and
hyperplasia in arterial walls are among the initial physiological changes in ascites. CREB3L1 is
another target gene involved in the vascular smooth muscle contraction pathway hence
complementing the phenomenon of increased peripheral arterial resistance due to elevated
vasoconstriction in PAH. ARID5B is highly expressed in heart tissues, is an epigenetic modulator,
and is involved in differentiation of smooth muscle cells in humans. Therefore, ARID5B may have
a role in pulmonary hypertension, where there is an increased accumulation of SMCs and fibroblast
cells. Our copy number variation data in chicken ascites suggest that gender-specific miRNAs
genes may be effective biomarkers in this complex disease. However, we do not know for sure if
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the same traits will appear in chicken for increased copies of given miRNAs. MAS and breeding
studies are required to determine the actual QTL effect of these miRNAs in the pathophysiological
alterations in ascites.
In summary, miRNAs can regulate many other genes, including those associated with pulmonary
hypertension syndrome. However, further validation experiments are necessary for understanding
the effect of miRNAs on the expression of the predicted target genes in chicken. The potential
approaches for understanding the downstream pathways of our targeted miRNA will be either
using synthetic mimics or antagonists for miRNAs. The specific tissues where the miRNAs have
their effect also need to be determined. Our CNV data was with blood DNA and investigations
on how extensive the CNV extends to other tissues is still to be studied. Our hypothesis is that
microRNAs can be an attractive avenue for selection in breeding, but more expression work is
needed to be done. In future, marker-assisted selection work using the interpretation of CNVs with
miRNAs will be challenging but not impossible.
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Figure 3.1. CNVs detection methods with NGS data (Zhao et al., 2013). A. Read-Pair (RP), B.
Split-Read (SR), C. Read-Depth (RD), and D. Assembly (AS).
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Figure 3.2. Copy number variation (CNV) segmentation plot using cn.mops. The Y-axis
represents the log ratio of the read counts and the copy number call of each segment (red) on the
genomic position of chromosome 1, 13, and Z in male REL birds.
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Figure 3.3. Identification of microRNAs and genes with increased copy number. The Y-axis
represents the RPKM-CN averages difference (Res-Sus) for give genes and miRNAs (X-axis) in
male and female birds of REL line.
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Table 3.1. Predicted target genes for microRNAs. MicroRNAs were with increased copies for
each phenotype in respective genders of REL line. The predicted target genes are in chicken, but
the context represents gene regions with SNPs in human-based association studies.
S.
No

Name

Chromosome
No.

Gender

Phenotype

Predicted
Target
Gene
(miRDB)

NAV3
1

miR449a

Z

Male

asciticsusceptible

ERC1
CREB3L1

2

miR1708

1

Male

asciticsusceptible

PPP2R3A
LRIG1

3

miR7450

1

Male

asciticresistant

4

miR1678

12

Male

asciticresistant

5

miR1757

4

Female

asciticsusceptible

6

miR1623

10

Female

asciticsusceptible

7

miR6666

28

Female

asciticresistant

N4BP3

asciticresistant

PRICKLE1
CUL3
PTPRE

8

miR6621

1

Female

ARID5B
ADGRL4
MYLIP
TM9SF2
RASGEF1
C
RNF165

TMEM215

FERMT1

Associated Traits for
predicted genes in
humans (PheGenI)
Blood
pressure,
Cardiomegaly, ECG,
LDL
Body weight, Blood
pressure
Heart
attack,
Pulmonary diseases
LDL, Blood flow
velocity, BMI
Heart function test,
ECG
Arterial
pressure,
Blood
pressure,
Pulmonary diseases
Pulse, Blood pressure
Cholesterol, LDL
Blood pressure

Context

Intronic
intronic
nearGene
-5
intronic,
intergenic
Intronic

Intronic
Intergenic
nearGene
-5
Intronic

Heart failure
Body weight
Blood
pressure,
Coronary
artery
disease

Intronic
Intronic

Waist-hip ratio
HDL, ECG, Body
height
Heart attack
Coronary disease
Inflammatory
bowl
disease, Arteries

Intergenic

Intergenic

Intergenic
Intergenic
Intergenic
Intergenic
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CHAPTER 4: WHOLE GENOME RESEQUENCING FOR MAPPING ASCITES
RELATED LOCI IN A COMMERCIAL BROILER LINE.

4.1 Introduction
Ascites or pulmonary hypertension syndrome of fast-growing broilers is a pathophysiological,
metabolic condition, where progressive hypertension results in accumulation of fluid in the
abdominal cavity leading to death (Wideman et al., 2013). We used whole-genome resequencing
(WGR) in our ascites research line, REL, to identify 31 SNP islands (Chapters 2) and 10 CNVs
(Chapter 3) as potential loci influencing ascites phenotype. Dey et al., (2018) confirmed one of
these regions as a QTL for ascites phenotype not only in our research line but also in elite
commercial lines. Chapter 2 confirms an additional region as a QTL for ascites. The REL is the
unselected descendant of an elite commercial line from 1998. The goal of this present study is to
apply WGR to an unrelated commercial line to determine whether the regions identified in REL
are shared in this unrelated commercial broiler line.
4.2 Material and Methods
4.2.1 Genome Data
All genomic positions presented are relative to the March 2018 assembly of the Gallus gallus
genome (RefSeq accession ID: GCF_000002315.6)
4.2.2 Bird Stocks and Hypobaric Chamber Trials
All animal procedures were approved by the University of Arkansas Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee under number protocols 15039 and 15040. This study represents birds from a
commercial broiler, designated T. The birds were challenged for four weeks using a hypobaric
chamber set at 9000 ft and 543 mm of Hg above sea level (Pavlidis et al., 2007). Mortality was
recorded daily, and necropsy was used to determine gender and the cause of death. The birds were
designated ascitic/susceptible when there was excessive abdominal fluid with flaccid heart, liver
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lesions, and right ventricle hypertrophy (right ventricle to total ventricle; RV/TV > 0.5). At four
weeks, survivors were euthanized by cervical dislocation and necropsied. Birds with normal
necropsy characters were scored as resistant.
4.2.3 DNA Extraction from blood
Blood (10 uL) was collected via wing vein lancet puncture from birds that were 2-3 days old.
Genomic DNAs were isolated using our rapid protocol (Bailes et al., 2007). DNAs for next
generation sequencing were further purified by phenol-chloroform extraction followed by ethanol
precipitation. DNAs were quantified by Hoechst 33258 fluorescence in a GloMax (Promega
Corp., Madison, WI).
4.2.4 DNA preparation for WGR
A total of 24 DNAs from each phenotype for male birds were used to construct libraries using a
RIPTIDE™ library kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (iGenomX, Carlsbad, CA).
Pooled barcoded libraries were sequenced, 2 x 150 paired-end, on an Illumina HiSeqX through
Genohub Inc. (Austin, TX) in collaboration with Admera Health (South Plainfield, NJ), to generate
an average of 5x coverage.
4.2.5 Bioinformatics and Data Analyses
Demultiplexing of the raw FASTQ reads was done using the DemuxFastqs tool in fgbio
(https://fulcrumgenomics.github.io/fgbio/) as a Docker container on a Windows 10 CPU. Some
reads had barcodes where the first base was “N” so the read structure was input as forward:
1S7B8M134T and reverse: 8M142T, where “S” stands for skip, “B” for sample barcode, “M” for
molecular barcode, and “T” for template (Figure 1). Because we reduced the barcode reads from
8 to 7 bases, max-mismatches was set to 0 and min-mismatch-delta to 1.
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Demultiplexed FASTQ reads were mapped onto the galGal6 reference genome using NGen
(Lasergene Suite 15.2; DNAStar, Madison, WI) and SNP frequencies computed using ArrayStar
in the same package. For read mapping, the 48 samples were grouped into four pools, coded as
ascites/susceptible (Y) and normal/resistant (N) with each group having 12 samples and biological
replicate 1 and 2. Pool 2 (Y2 and N2) contained the 12 samples from each phenotype with the
highest read depth, while pool 1 contained the 12 samples from each phenotype with the lowest
read depth. Separate templated alignments for each pool were used for SNP identification and
tabulation in ArrayStar and the SNP data for only chromosomes 2 (CPQ), 22 (LRRTM4) and Z,
were exported to Excel for further analyses. To look for regions associated with ascites phenotype
we generated X-Y plots, for chromosomal position vs. the difference in the SNP% value for the
high read depth pools (N2-Y2 in graphs) for only those SNPs with read depths in both N2 and Y2
greater than 60. For SNP positions where Y1 and N1 both had read depths greater than 60 we also
plotted the average of the differences (N-Y in graphs) for the paired pools (i.e., average of N2-Y2
and N1-Y1).
ArrayStar CNV graph was used to detect possible CNVs in the phenotypes (Figure 4.2). The genes
with increased copy number were tested for possibly related to ascites traits in humans using NCBI
Phenotype-Genotype Integrator or PheGenI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap/phegeni). We
used miRbase (https://www.mirbase.org) for retrieving the mature miRNA sequence and
annotation information (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2006). Target genes for given chicken microRNAs
were predicted using used mirDB (http://www.mirdb.org) developed by Wong and Wang, (2015).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Templated Assembly and Whole Genome Resequencing
Individually barcoded libraries were constructed for a total of 48 male birds, 24 samples from each
phenotype of commercial broiler line T. Pooled libraries were sequenced to generate an average
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of 5x coverage, with a minimum of 0.1x and a maximum of ~13x. Demultiplexed FASTQ reads
were grouped (See Material and Methods) before mapping onto the galGal6 reference genome. A
total of 663.7 million reads were counted, with 608.8 million assembled reads and 54.9 million
unassembled reads for the grouped assemblies (Table 4.1). Since we were interested in the
validated SNPs from WGR in REL, we focused on chromosome 2, and 22. We included
chromosome Z because the work was solely in males. We identified a total of 14,095,066 SNPs
for the grouped assemblies, with 1,996,001 SNPs on chromosome 2, 56,610 SNPs on chromosome
22, and 779,150 on chromosome Z (Figure 4.1).
4.3.2 CPQ gene on Chromosome 2
Dey et al. (2018) identified the region of the CPQ gene on chromosome 2 of REL line birds as
significantly associated with ascites phenotype in multiple broiler lines. We were particularly
interested in determining whether the same CPQ region would be relevant to ascites phenotype in
the unrelated commercial line T. The extensive genotyping for this gene in REL and other
commercial lines, was primarily based on two SNPs in intron-6 and one in exon-8. We inspected
the SNP data for those specific regions and found that the SNPs in intron 6 were missing or poorly
represented in the ArrayStar output for chromosome 2 from line T. The SNPs had been identified
by read mapping on to galgal5. Therefore, we aligned the region for intron-6 from galgal5 with
the same region from galgal6. The multiple alignment revealed gaps for the CPQ intron-6 SNP
positions for galGal6a assembly (Figure 4.3). As Dey et al. (2018) had extensively sequenced this
region from PCR products from REL, this suggests that Jungle Fowl which is the basis of the
chicken genome assemblies may differ from the broilers in our studies. This makes it difficult to
construct haplotypes combining intron-6 SNPs with exon-8. The CPQ exon-8 SNP position was
much more clearly conserved in both assemblies a consensus but the difference between the SNP
frequency for resistant and susceptible pools in line T does not support this region being associated
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with ascites phenotype in line T (Figure 4.4). This argues that CPQ is a QTL for ascites in some
but not all broiler lines.
4.3.3 LRRTM4 gene on Chromosome 22
We have validated LRRTM4 on chromosome 22 in several broiler lines (Chapter 2). We, therefore,
examined the same region in line T from the WGR data (Figure 4.5). We looked for LRRTM4
gene region that was associated with ascites resistance in male birds of REL line when combined
with CPQ (Chapter 2). However, no such peak or any other peaks were found on chromosome 22
(Figure 5) and we conclude that LRRTM4 cannot be a QTL for ascites in this commercial broiler
line.
4.3.4 Candidate SNPs on Chromosome Z
According to studies, ascites incidence is higher in male broilers as compared to females. Previous
GWAS work identified few regions on chromosome Z that were in association with ascites
phenotype (Tarrant et al., 2017). We also found three candidate regions on Z of male REL birds
from WGR work, where two of the regions showed association with resistance and the third one
with susceptibility (Chapter 2). We examined the same regions in line T (Figure 4.6) and none of
the regions appeared to have association with ascites phenotype in line T. This again argues that
chromosome Z potential QTLs for ascites are specific for some not all broiler lines.
4.3.5 Candidate miRNAs as CNVs
We found only two microRNAs, miR-99A and miR-1756B (Figure 4.2), which have increased
number of copies in ascitic-resistant males. We did not find any ascites associated traits for these
genes in humans using PheGenI. However, looking at the predicted target genes and literature for
these chicken miRNAs tells us a different story.
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Hu et al. (2012) have shown that leptin treated chickens upregulated miR-99A along with 4 other
miRNAs suggesting their potential role in hepatic lipid metabolism. MicroRNA 99A was one of
the predicted miRNAs targeting 3-hydroxy-3methylglutaryl-CoA reductase, HMGCR, and sterol
regulatory element binding protein 1c, SREBP-1c. Looking at these genes in PheGenI, we found
only HMGCR linked with blood pressure, heart failure, stroke, atrial fibrillation, and myocardial
ischemia in humans.
On the other hand, our predicted target gene, kelch repeat BTB domain containing 8 (KBTBD8),
is found to be associated with traits such as heart failure, and electrocardiography in humans (Table
4.2). Another target gene, platelet activating factor acetylhydrolase 1b regulatory subunit 1
(PAFAH1B1) was associated with vascular diseases in human.
For miR-1756B, both of the target genes, glypican 6 (GPC6) and GRB2 associated regulator of
MAPK1 subtype 1 (GAREM1) are associated with blood pressure in humans. However, we did
not find any literature on the potential role of miR-1756B in chicken pulmonary diseases.
4.4 Discussion
Whole genome resequencing is an unbiased approach to find QTLs associated with phenotypes
across different species including chicken. Our previous work on REL line (Chapter 2) has
successfully identified potential QTLs for ascites. Extension of this approach to an entirely
unrelated broiler line, line T, was aimed at determining whether the regions identified in REL are
shared in this unrelated commercial broiler line. CPQ and LRRTM4 (Chapter 2) have been
extensively analyzed in REL birds for ascites phenotypes but we did not see any deviations in SNP
frequency differences for these gene regions with ascites in line T. One possible answer is that
because the genetic background is different, the QTLs for ascites are in other regions and therefore,
we need to systematically work through the rest of the genome to find those alternative regions.
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Another possibility is that galGal6 assembly is not a good template for our WGR and we need to
return to galGal5. Alternatively, since we used the iGenomX kit on individual barcoding rather
than pooling DNAs for single barcoding that we have introduced sufficient “noise” in the system
that the WGR data is not good enough for identification of regions associated with ascites.
For the CNV work, we were successful in identifying two miRNAs that appear to be associated
with resistance in these male birds. The literature on the miRNAs and predicted target genes in
human imply the possible correlation between genes and phenotype. However, the effect of the
miRNAs on the target genes and further verification would be through additional genotyping and
examining miRNA expression levels. This will help us understand whether they play a direct role
in ascites and how they contribute to the disease in broilers? This is important because the target
genes are predicted, and associated traits studies were conducted in humans.
In conclusion, CPQ and LRRTM4 and other QTLs on chromosome Z cannot be used as makers
for ascites in all broiler lines. In future, the other 26 potential QTL regions from REL line still
need to be validated in this unrelated commercial line, T. We will also resequence the DNAs to
get a uniform coverage for our samples and align against a better version of galGal6 assembly.
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Table 4.1. Mapped and unmapped reads to the chicken reference genome (galGal6). The
assembly statistics are the grouped assemblies with two replicates from each phenotype in total 48
bird samples from the SeqMan NGen reports in commercial broiler line T.
Mapping Statistics for the grouped DNA assemblies
Total number of reads generated for pooled (million)

663.7

Total number of reads assembled (million)

608.8

Total number of reads unassembled (million)

54.9

Total % of unassembled reads

8
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Figure 4.1. SNP density across chromosomes 2, 22, and Z for T line. The plots were generated
using SNP density per 1000 bases (Y-axis) for Mbp positions on each chromosome (X-axis).
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Figure 4.2. Identification of copy number variations in line T. The scatterplot was generated
by plotting the CNV values in ascites-susceptible birds (Y-axis) against CNV values in ascitesresistant birds (X-axis).
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Figure 4.3. Multiple sequence alignment of the probes for CPQ gene from Dey et al. (2018)
with galGal5 and galGal6. 2A) MSA results for intron-6 of CPQ gene on chromosome 2 reveals
the gap in the galGal6a. 2B) MSA results for exon-8 of CPQ gene on chromosome 2 are an exact
match.
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Figure 4.4. SNP frequency plots from WGR for chromosome 2 and including the CPQ gene.
Data plotted was the difference in the SNP% (normal-ascites) vs. chromosomal position (Mbp).
Black dots represent only those SNPs in pool 1 with read depths >60. The orange dots represent
SNPs in paired pools with read depths> 60 where the difference was <-0.3 or >0.3.
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Figure 4.5. SNP frequency plots from WGR for chromosome 22 and including LRRTM4
gene. Data plotted was the difference in the SNP% (normal-ascites) vs. chromosomal position
(Mbp). Black dots represent only those SNPs in pool 1 with read depths >60. The orange dots
represent SNPs in paired pools with read depths> 60 where the difference was <-0.3 or >0.3.
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Figure 4.6. SNP frequency plots from WGR for chromosome Z. Data plotted was the difference
in the SNP% (normal-ascites) vs. chromosomal position (Mbp). Black dots represent only those
SNPs in pool 1 with read depths >60. The orange dots represent SNPs in paired pools with read
depths> 60 where the difference was <-0.3 or >0.3.
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Table 4.2. Predicted target genes for microRNAs. MicroRNAs were with increased copies in
resistant male birds of a commercial line, T. The predicted target genes are in chicken, but the
context represents gene regions with SNPs in human-based association studies.
Predicted Target
Associate traits for
Genes
predicted genes in
Gene Name
Chr. No.
Phenotype
(miRDB)
humans (PheGenI)
Context
KBTBD8
heart failure, ECG
intergenic
miR-99A
1
ascitic-resistant
--------------------------------------------------------------------------PAFAH1B1
vascular diseases
intronic
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
GPC6
blood pressure, body mass
intergenic
miR-1756B
3
ascitic-resistant
--------------------------------------------------------------------------GAREM1
blood pressure, heart rate, ECG
intronic
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
Poultry meat is a valuable source of protein, minerals (iron, calcium, phosphorus), and essential
vitamins such as A, B16, B12, C, D, and folic acid (Grashorn, 2007). It has less fat content as
compared to red meat and comprises mainly monosaturated fatty acids (Marangoni et al., 2015;
Mottet and Tempio, 2017). Beneficial Omega-6 (n-6) essential lipids (such as linoleic acid and
arachidonic acid) are also precursors of biological effectors (such as eicosanoids, prostaglandins)
in the regulation of inflammation, hypertension, and cardiovascular system. Broiler breeding
industries have been successful in the selection of economically important traits, such as growth
rate and meat yield. The resulted affordability has increased the consumption of poultry products
as the common animal food source around the globe, making them one of the keys to food security
and nutrition.
Ascites or pulmonary hypertension syndrome is one of the consequences of intense genetic
selection for fast growth and is a major cause of mortality in broilers with 5-8 % prevalence
worldwide (Balog, 2003: Pavlidis et al., 2007). Better management has reduced the incidence of
ascites in heavier broiler flocks but still costs millions of dollars to the US poultry industry.
Therefore, a better understanding of the genetics of ascites will help identify the biomarkers to
reduce the risk in breeding industries.
Several studies have been conducted in our lab to investigate the genetic bases of ascites in broilers.
Krishnamoorthy et al. (2014) used GWAS to identify AGTR1 and UTS2D genes in a region around
12-13 Mbp (galGal4 assembly) on chromosome 9 as potential candidates for the disease. However,
further analyses found the SNPs to be not significantly associated with ascites (Dey et al., 2016).
Another region around 70 Mbp on chromosome 2 and one around 60 Mbp on chromosome Z
(galGal4 assembly) were found to be potential QTL regions with no association on further
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investigation (Dey et al., 2016; Tarrant et al., 2017). With great advancement in high throughput
sequencing, whole genome resequencing (WGR) study by Dey et al. (2018) revealed another
region on chromosome 2, spanning 127.62 to 127.75 Mbp (galGal5 assembly). This region
encompasses part of carboxypeptidase Q (CPQ) associated with cardiovascular trait
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap/phegeni). Further analyses revealed an association of CPQ
with resistance in male birds suggesting alleles to be used as genetic markers for ascites (Dey et
al., 2018).
Chapter 2 is summarizing the WGR data, where we sequenced the whole genome for our eight
pools to an aligned sequence depth of ~66X using paired-end (2 x 125-bp) Illumina sequencing
(HiSeq 2500), and reads were mapped to the galGal5 reference genome. A total of 31 potential
regions were identified to be associated with either biased for resistance or susceptibility and one
region, CPQ gene, has already been validated (Dey et al., 2018). Another region 3.80-3.90 Mbp
on chromosome 22 is encompassing mostly intergenic and the end portion of a gene, leucine-rich
repeat transmembrane neuronal protein 4 (LRRTM4), ascites resistant. LRRTM4 can be a
potential candidate for the heritable trait for ascites syndrome as it has also shown association with
several ascites-related phenotypes including antihypertensive agents, carotid arteries, and venous
thromboembolism in humans. Further investigation of SNPs on chromosome 22, make it a strong
QTL for ascites in broiler chickens despite the effect being gender specific. In males, the LRRTM4
heterozygote interacts with the CPQ gene on chromosome 2 in an epistatic way to increase
resistance in males. The LRRTM4 gene, along with CPQ gene seems to be the most prominent
candidates and be employed in marker-assisted selection for increasing ascites resistance in
broilers without compromising on the commercially important traits in broiler breeding industry.
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Chapter 3 discusses the potential copy number variations that are showing biasedness for ascites
phenotypes in each gender. We identified potential CNV peaks on chromosome 1 and 13 using
cn.mops. In chromosome 1, the peak resides in the region of zinc finger and SCAN domain
containing 25 (ZSCAN25), cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 10 subunit (CHRNA10), and
ADP-ribosyltransferase (ART1) genes. For chromosome 13, the peak resides within a gene,
protocadherin beta-5 (PCDHB5), which is found to be associated with traits such as lymphocytes
count, platelet function tests, and leptin in humans. We also used ArrayStar to identify more CNV
region. In males, we found two miRNAs (miR-7450 and miR-1678) with more copies in asciticresistant and another two (miR-449a and miR-1708) in ascitic-susceptible. In resistant female birds,
two miRNAs, miR-6666 and miR-6621 were with more copies while in susceptible females miR1757 and miR-1623 with increased numbers. The targeted genes for these miRNAs were identified
using miRDB, and human associated traits for these predicted genes were determined using
PheGenI. Most of the target genes are somewhat involved in the traits associated with ascites in
human and therefore are worth looking at for future work.
Chapter 4 is summarizing the WGR data, where we sequenced the whole genome for 48 male birds
(24 resistant vs. 24 susceptible) from an unrelated commercial line, designated as T. An average
of ~5x sequence depth was achieved using paired-end (2 x 150 bp) Illumina sequencing (HiSeq
2500) and reads were mapped to the galGal6 reference genome. We looked into CPQ gene on
chromosome 2, and LRRTM4 on chromosome 22 that have already been validated as QTL for
ascites in REL line. None of these genes showed association with ascites phenotypes in line T. The
candidate regions on chromosome Z was also not found in line T. CPQ and LRRTM4 cannot be
used as a QTL for line T despite being associated with other commercial lines such as REL. In
future, the rest of the 26 potential QTLs from REL line (Chapter 2) are still be looked into in WGS
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data of line T. Two miRNAs, miR-99A and miR-1756B, showed increased copy number in
resistant male birds and are, therefore, worth looking at in future work.
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